SonarQube Enterprise Edition

The commercially supported Clean Code solution that accelerates your mission-critical software development while reducing your technical debt

SonarQube Enterprise Edition provides advanced functionalities and scalability for large, growing organizations. Built on Sonar’s Clean Code methodology, the solution allows for in-depth code analysis in more than 30 programming languages, integrated into projects and CI/CD pipelines across an entire organization. SonarQube Enterprise Edition assesses for complex bugs and vulnerabilities and generates detailed reports on software maintainability, reliability, and security.

SonarQube Enterprise Edition also provides insights into code coverage, duplication detection, and code smells, empowering development teams to enhance overall code quality and security throughout the software development lifecycle.

Why Upgrade to SonarQube Enterprise Edition

Upgrade to SonarQube Enterprise to unlock exclusive support, security, efficiency, and scalability, along with advanced features that will take your code quality to the next level.

Supported, Secure, Trusted:
- 24x7 Premium Support Available
- Built-in high availability and data integrity*
- Hardened to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) standards
- Trusted by over 80% of Fortune 100 companies
- Executive reporting and portfolio management across the organization

Unlock 70% more rules and additional languages and detect complex vulnerabilities and bugs:
- Taint analysis tracks untrusted user input (e.g. SQL injection, XSS code injection)
- Deeper SAST analyzes hidden issues in the use of open source code
- Detect advanced bugs causing runtime errors and crashes
- Prevent exposure of sensitive information with advanced secrets detection
- Comprehensive security and compliance reporting (e.g. PCI DSS, OWASP, CWE)
- Dedicated support of C, C++, Swift, COBOL, PL/I, PL/SQL, ABAP, and more

Accelerate innovation with enterprise scalability and capabilities:
- Enable safe adoption of AI code generation with organization-wide quality gates
- Fast, accurate analysis scalable to billions* of lines of code
- Analyze multiple branches, pull requests, and projects on multiple DevOps platforms
- Apply Clean As You Code in real-time with seamless IDE and CI/CD integrations

SonarQube puts the power of code quality and security in your hands. Empower development teams with a code-first solution that deeply integrates into your enterprise environment, enabling you to deploy Clean Code across your organization for innovative and enduring software.

Try SonarQube Enterprise Edition today -->

* Available in Data Center Edition